
Zoom Vacations Guests Celebrate the Holi
Festival w ith the Maharaja of Jodhpur

Greetings!

Welcome to this month's e-newsletter!  Thank you for reading, and for being part of the Zoom
family, opening minds and hearts through travel, while having an incredible time doing so.

"Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-mindedness," Mark Twain

 Photos from Zoom India Holi Celebration 2018
Our Zoom Vacations tour of India over the Holi Festival
of Colors combined the ultimate luxury with seamless
exploration of one of the world's most fascinating
countries. We stayed in the absolute best hotels and
palaces in Delhi, Jaipur, Udaipur, Hyderabad, at our
leopard safari, and Jodhpur, including, among others
the Umaid Bhawan Palace, rated number 1 hotel in the
world by TripAdvisor.

Although there were many highlights, perhaps most
memorable was the Holi Festival of Colors itself, which
we celebrated with the Maharaja of Jodhpur, as his

guests.
See the photos
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Lou Smith, Bryan Herb, and Sam Sirko

 The World's Busiest Airport
For the 20th consecutive year, the Hartsfield-Jackson
Atlanta International Airport will win the award for
hosting the most travelers.

1. Atlanta (ATL): 103,902,992 passengers (down
0.3%). Rank in 2016: 1st.

2. Beijing (PEK): 95,786,442 passengers (up 1.5%).
Rank in 2016: 2nd.

3. Dubai International (DXB): 88,242,099 (up 5.5%).
Rank in 2016: 3rd.

4. Tokyo Haneda (HND): 85,408,975 (up 6.5%). Rank
in 2016: 5th.

5. Los Angeles (LAX): 84,557,968 (up 4.5%). Rank in
2016: 4th.

 Featured Traveler: Sam, from Chicago
As we mentioned last month, Sam and his husband
Lou have been on several Zoom Vacations tours over
the past many years, and since they were booked on
our Laos, Vietnam, and Cambodia tours, we decided
to change things up by interviewing Sam both before
and after the trip!

Zoom: Did this trip live up to your expectations.

Sam: Absolutely! My husband and I both agree that the
Laos-Vietnam-Cambodia tour was one of the best trips

of our lives.

Zoom: Was there anything that you think we should change for future tours?

Sam: Halong Bay is a natural wonder and incredibly beautiful, and thus, a not-to-be-missed
destination while visiting Vietnam. This is the reason that the Bay is flooded with fellow tourists
and their boats. Consequently, to me, Halong Bay loses some of it's luster as an attraction
due to overcrowding. Also, although the service on the Halong Bay boat was very good, the
boat itself is showing signs of age and our bathroom definitely could use a thorough scrubbing.
Zoom might investigate whether there are any newer boats to tour Halong Bay, and whether it
is possible to head to parts of the Bay which are less heavily visited. I realize, though, that with
a Zoom tour group of less than a dozen people, choices and flexibility necessarily are limited.

Zoom: Yes, agreed. Halong Bay is an incredible place, and our boat is the best option available
at the moment, but we are constantly keeping our eyes and ears open for a newer boat.  

How do you think the trip would have been different for you had you not come with Zoom
Vacations?

Sam: I can't even imagine this trip without having used Zoom Vacations. Apart from the various
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Religious Art in India

Zoom signature events (which are a blast), I doubt we would have found all the luxurious
accommodations on our own, and I'm certain we never would have retained such excellent
local guides in the various destinations. I really have to give Zoom credit for the friendly,
knowledgable and helpful local guides throughout the entire tour. Indochina is a fascinating
travel destination, but one I would hesitate to plan and navigate on my own...especially if you
prefer top notch hotel and dining experiences. All in all, I don't think we could have done better
than booking this trip with Zoom.

Read the entire interview

  A Year of Contemplation
By Bryan Herb

This month's contemplation from a year of monthly thoughts
originating from a six week trip to India, Egypt, Kenya, Rwanda,
and Tanzania on three Zoom Vacations tours. 

Month Six:  Religion as Manipulation

Leaders in all countries throughout history have always
used religion to control and manipulate their people.

In Egypt, current thought is that temple priests were
using tricks with acoustics and light to pretend to be
the voice of Gods within temples.

In Rwanda, Catholic and Protestant churches helped
to make the 1994 genocide possible by giving moral
sanction to the killing. Churches had longed played
ethnic politics themselves, favoring the Tutsi during the
colonial period then switching allegiance to the Hutu
after 1959, sending a message that ethnic
discrimination was consistent with church teaching.
The church leaders had close ties with the political leaders, and after the genocide began, the
church leaders called on the population to support the new interim government, the very
government supporting the genocide.

Read on

 Zooming with Joel
The Chinese are coming, the Chinese are coming!

One of the many things I find so enlightening about my
travels is the extent to which I learn about world politics
and goings-on beyond what I hear at home in the news
or social media. 

To say that travel expands my understanding of
current world affairs is an understatement. Often I
have to step out of my immediate circle of reference to
get a better picture of what is really going on around
me. 
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Joel Cabrera

 CHECK OUT OUR TRIPS TO MALDIVES

Sometimes we are so focused on what is happening
under our nose that it behooves us to pull back the
camera angle to panoramic and see what is really
happening around the world that ultimately affects us
at home. 

Take the example of China for instance. China is a
country I love to visit and Zoom China is a well-
balanced trip that hits all the major cultural highlights of
China's glorious past and present. Visiting Xian, one is
reminded that China is a country with a 2,000 plus
year history of conquering. The great Terra Cotta
Warriors army shows how they did it 2,000 years ago. 

But to understand how China continues to be relevant
you also have to look outside China. For instance, it's
no secret that China has been quietly building
infrastructure around the world and buying political

influence through the implementation of massive building projects. On recent trips on Zoom
Southern Africa, Zoom Rwanda and Tanzania, Zoom India, Zoom Sri Lanka and Zoom
Maldives I saw first-hand China's involvement. 

In mineral rich Africa, one can hardly ignore the many hospital and highway projects China has
donated. In Maldives, the Chinese are expanding the airport island and a massive new bridge
between Male island and the airport island. They have become so good at creating islands out
of nothing that they are lending their talent to the Maldivians to build islands to expand the land
mass of this country of gorgeous vanishing islands and atolls. Well, thanks to the Chinese the
Maldivians' global warming concerns of sinking islands is becoming less of an issue. 

In Sri Lanka, the Chinese are building an impressive residential and entertainment island
complex in Colombo that will give Singapore a run for its money. One can hardly blame the
Chinese for quietly capitalizing on the noise and chaos emanating from their political rivals to
quietly implement what they have learned over millennia to build their own nation. 

Stay tuned from pictures from our upcoming trip on Zoom China.

 Destination & Travel Trivia Fact of the Month: Maldives
With its territory spanning over 35,000 square miles, the Maldives is one of the world's most
geographically dispersed countries It is also the smallest Asian country by both land area and
population.

 Thank you for being part of our family

At Zoom Vacations, we know that your time is valuable, and we thank you for sharing your time
to hear from us.  If you ever have a travel question or topic you would like to hear more about,
please let us know!
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Sincerely,

Your friends at Zoom Vacations
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